
 

 

U7 & U9 Equipment Info 
 
 
 
 
 

(1) Approved Bat (this is optional as CSA will provide) 

Bat length:  

• Place the knob of the bat at the centre of a players’ chest and extend the barrel out to the side along a players’ arm to 
their fingertips. The player should be able to touch the end of the bat with their fingertips. 

• Place the knob of the bat in the centre of a players’ chest and extend the barrel away from the body. The player 
should be able to reach out and grab the barrel of the bat. 

• Place the bat on the ground/floor, standing vertically against a standing players’ leg. The bat should be around the 
mid-hip for length. 

 

 

Bat weight: 

 Speed in swinging is important and a bat that is too heavy will hinder a players’ performance. Hold the bat with one 
hand and extend the arm out to the side, parallel to the ground/floor. Player should be able to hold the bat in this position for 
30 seconds without dropping their arm. 

Bat Drop: 

 The drop is the difference between the length of a bat and the weight of a bat. For example, a bat that is 28” long and 
15 ounces in weight will be a drop -13.  Players U14 and younger should have -10 to -13 drop. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

(2) Glove  

9-11.5” depending on players hand size (glove should be leather and not plastic). It is better for a glove to be a bit bigger rather 
than smaller as often the smaller gloves are harder to hold open to catch a ball and are usually too small for the player by the 
time they break in. Younger players often don’t have the hand strength to squeeze or open a new glove as they can be quite 
stiff. Using a glove to play catch is the best way to break it in. 

(3) Batting Helmet 

 

 

For additional information please contact u9coordinator@camrosesoftball.ca 
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